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Message from the Guest Editor

Research activities should include operational and
implementation research, evaluating new diagnostics,
preventive and treatment approaches, not forgetting the
behavioral and social aspects of the endemic
communities. Innovation is a key element for the future
and should include and adapt new enabling technologies
such as molecular epidemiology, spatial epidemiology,
mathematical modeling, data science, artificial intelligence
or digital health to countries where NTDs are endemic.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

The worldwide impact of infectious disease is incalculable.
The consequences for human health in terms of morbidity
and mortality are obvious and vast but, when infections of
animals and plants are also taken into account, it is hard to
imagine any other disease that has such a significant
impact on our lives—on healthcare systems, on agriculture
and on world economics. Pathogens is proud to continue
to serve the international community by publishing high
quality studies that further our understanding of infection
and have meaningful consequences for disease
intervention.
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